
Hall A E12-09-019 Experiment Readiness Review 

Jefferson Lab June 15-16, 2017 

Charge 

1.  Has the entire beamline, spectrometers, detector configuration been 

defined, including ownership, maintenance and control during beam 

operations? 

 

2. What is the status of the equipment towards operation?  What are the  

completion/commissioning schedule and tasks? 

 

3. Are the responsibilities for carrying out each job identified and are the 

manpower and other resources necessary to complete them on time in 

place? 

 

4. Provide the target and scattering chamber configuration and 

requirements. 

 

5. Have the specific equipment been demonstrated for readiness to operate 

the spectrometers (SBS and BigBite) and to achieve the scientific goals of 

the experiment?  This includes demonstrating: 

a. GEM reconstruction efficiency at high rate 

b. High trigger rate capabilities.  What are the expected accidentals? 

c. Determination of calibration efficiency. 

 

6. Is the beam delivery affected by the running configuration of BigBite and  

SBS?  If yes, have the fringe field effects been properly mitigated? 

 

7. Are the beam commissioning procedures and machine protection 

systems sufficiently defined for this stage? 

 

8. Are the radiation levels expected to be generated in the hall acceptable? 

Is any local shielding required to minimize the effects of radiation in the  

hall equipment? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



 

1. Has the entire beamline, spectrometers, detector configuration been 

defined, including ownership, maintenance and control during beam 

operations? 

 

Bogdan (as contact person) should present. 

Seamus suggests list of local contacts (Doug-BB, Alex-DAQ, Jack-48D48, Bogdan(some 

detectors?), Mark(other detectors?) ) for control during beam operations 

plus list of users responsible for individual devices 

 

2. What is the status of the equipment towards operation?  What are the  

completion/commissioning schedule and tasks? 

 

Mark (as project manager for SBS) for detectors. 

Robin for hall equipment (48D48, power supply, electronics hut, detectot supports, floor plan, …) 

(Including commissioning with beam??  Plan for HRS movement for calibrations??) 

 

Questions: Does this include commissioning with beam? 

Seamus linked to HRS moves and energy changes??  (That seems to be 5c) 

 

3. Are the responsibilities for carrying out each job identified and are the 

manpower and other resources necessary to complete them on time in 

place? 

 

Includes DAQ, calibration, analysis, cabling etc. as well as actual construction of detectors. 

Discuss at SBS meeting… are manpower and resources available for each task? 

 

4. Provide the target and scattering chamber configuration and 

requirements. 

 

Robin 

  



 

5. Have the specific equipment been demonstrated for readiness to operate 

the spectrometers (SBS and BigBite) and to achieve the scientific goals of 

the experiment?  This includes demonstrating: 

 

Overall response needed in addition to the specifics listed in the charge. 

 

a. GEM reconstruction efficiency at high rate 

Seamus will cover in software talk 

b. High trigger rate capabilities.  What are the expected accidentals? 

Alex to prepare (and present?) rate capabilities.    

Andrew(maybe with help from Juan Carlos) to prepare accidentals (and Seamus to include in 

software talk) 

c. Determination of calibration efficiency. 

Brian to cover HCal efficiency calibration plans  (but what do they want to know?  Logistics of 

moving out BigBite and positioning L-HRS?  Rates?  Resolution? ….) 

 

6. Is the beam delivery affected by the running configuration of BigBite and  

SBS?  If yes, have the fringe field effects been properly mitigated? 

 

Robin (with Bogdan providing BigBite simulations to her) 

 

7. Are the beam commissioning procedures and machine protection 

systems sufficiently defined for this stage? 

 

Bogdan will discuss with Doug whether accelerator could take control of SBS and corrector coils 

and incorporate interlocks so mis-match of their currents triggers FSD. 

 

8. Are the radiation levels expected to be generated in the hall acceptable? 

Is any local shielding required to minimize the effects of radiation in the  

hall equipment? 

 

Presented with discussion of documents?? 

RadCon will do activation calculations for beamline. 

Shielding and dose simulations for electronics hut and GEM electronics should be included. 

Are they focused on damage to hall equipment?? (power supplies etc?) 

Discuss local shielding to reduce BB GEM rates??? 



RSAD (really: “Radiation budget estimate”)   Must make list of targets(including window 

thickness), energies,  currents (assume highest possibilities??), and defining aperture ???   (And 

fields which could affect beam or secondaries.)   Send info to Pavel and Douglas. 

 

9.  The missing question??  Documentation and procedures? 

Do we just answer it anyway? 

 

  



OSPs requested (byApril 10): 

Jesse Butler    Installation (48D48, power supply, HCal, HCal stand, etc. )   

Peter Monaghan CDet 

Gregg Franklin  HCal 

Jack Segal  48D48 and power supply 

Remainder may be unified into a single BigBite system OSP. 

Douglas Higinbotham BigBite (Magnet and supply, preshower/shower, support system) & 

 magnet movement? 

 Nilanga Liyanage GEMs 

Todd Averett  GRINCH 

John Annand  BB timing hodo 

 


